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"Because fear is insatiable, everything that is insatiable is born of
fear."
—Alan Cohen
"Our capacity to draw happiness from aesthetic objects or material
goods in fact seems critically dependent on our =irst satisfying a
more important range of emotional or psychological needs, among
them the need for understanding, for love, expression and respect."
—Alain De Botton
"The more you recognize the immense good within you, the more
you magnetize immense good around you."
—Alan Cohen
"There is more in us than we know. If we can be made to see it,
perhaps, for the rest of our lives, we will be unwilling to settle for
less."
—Kurt Hahn
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Pam Garcy, Ph.D.
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Learn how to stop listening to everyone else about what to do with your
life and start walking upon your own path!

"I'm not good enough."

In my private practice, I've noticed that the patients who continually put
themselves down are often blind to their strongest qualities--the very
qualities that will allow them to shine! I've also noticed that self-downing
can get in the way of turning inward for guidance. The barrage of critical
thoughts they experience often blocks their ability to settle themselves,
become quiet, and turn inward for clarity.

"There's no way I could do that."

How to Overcome it

"I'm not the type."

The first step to overcoming this habit is to notice it. When you are
putting yourself down, simply notice it happening.

The First Fatal Flaw: Self-Criticism

"I'm too _________________ ." (stupid, slow, fat, ugly, lazy, poor, weird,
etc.)
Sound familiar? If you are the type of person who habitually puts yourself
down, you are practicing a fatal habit. Called self-criticism or selfdowning, this habit can lead to depression, anxiety, and low frustration
tolerance. It zaps the passion right out of your life!
If you are continually saying and thinking negative thoughts about
yourself, you are sabotaging your ability to walk upon your true path. You
might find that when you start to travel in the direction of your dreams,
your courage wavers and you have trouble moving forward each time
your self-criticize.

Ask yourself whether you really deserve the strength of the critical
comment that you've just spoken or thought.
Next, ask yourself whether you would say such a thing to your best
friend. If the answer is no, rephrase your criticism. Instead of criticizing
YOU, criticize the behavior. This will create healthy remorse and regret,
rather than unhealthy self-hatred and severe guilt. You could say, "IT is
bad and frustrating that I did that, " rather than saying, "I am a loser."
Another technique is to simply replace your negative comment with a
positive comment. Instead of saying, "I am slow," you could say, "I am
careful," for example. Often, there are "silver linings" around the qualities
that we see as "clouds"!

The Second Fatal Flaw: Self-Doubt
Jenny wanted to go to nursing school. She
started her first college course, but quickly
dropped out upon reviewing the syllabus. "I
just don't think I could do it."
Tom wanted to lose weight. He began by
reading about a diet that his friend
recommended. As soon as he saw what
was involved, he gave up. "There's just no
way."

Sometimes people
think that they
cannot move
forward in their
lives because of
someone or
something else.

5. Reinforce yourself for successful completion of your action step. You
can simply acknowledge your good feeling or do something special for
yourself to celebrate!
The Third Fatal Flaw: Giving your power away
Giving your power away seems like an obvious thing to avoid doing!
Without your power, you are stuck, immobilized, and unable to follow
your passion. Why would anyone want to give it away?
This is a particularly difficult one for some folks to swallow, but the simple
truth is that people give their power away far too often.

Shari wanted to start dating again. She found out about a single's
meeting. She drove to the meeting, but could not go inside. "No one will
want to get to know me."

Sometimes people think that they cannot move forward in their lives
because of someone or something else. They blame others and
circumstances for their lack of progress. Their language is seasoned with
"if only's," and they see themselves as powerless victims.

As you can see from the examples above, the practice of self-doubt is
like quicksand to a passionate pursuit. The pattern of self-doubting
behavior often goes like this:

Sometimes when people face adversities, they start playing the "blame
game." However, usually they don't realize the dangers of playing the
"blame game"...

1. Deciding to do something you really want to do
2. Having a thought that you might fail
3. Deciding that your thought is correct
4. Avoiding it or quitting

It can make us passive and blind to opportunities that are right under our
noses.
We get "stuck in the muck" of our gripes.
We may get trapped in the habit of whining and complaining.
The more we blame, the more helpless and hopeless life seems.
We make poor choices when we operate from a helpless mindset.

How to Overcome it
In working with patients, I've discovered five super ways to help you to
overcome your self-doubt. If you do these whenever you notice yourself
engaging in self-doubt, you'll see rapid progress:
1. Challenge the idea that you will fail. How can you be sure if you
haven't tried? Is it possible to start with a smaller "goal", so that success
is attainable?

As you can see, we give our power away to the person we're blaming.
We say that another person or condition owns our power. We forget that
we have power to control what we think, how we feel and how we act.
So, in forgetting, we close our eyes to our options, believing we are
100% powerless.

2. Remind yourself that even if you do fail, it probably won't be your last
chance to try again. Remember the old phrase: If at first you don't
succeed, try, try again.

There is usually a portion of the problem that has nothing to do with
others or circumstances: it has to do with how we are responding.

3. Take consistent action steps, anytime you decide to do something.
Remember, baby steps are faster than no steps!

Next time you start blaming and feeling like a victim, as yourself: Am I
really 100% helpless and hopeless?

4. Visualize yourself successfully taking each step before you take it.
Then, to seal it use a positive affirmation, such as, "I am enjoying
___" (your action step)!

Some situations are extremely difficult to overcome, but there are also
countless stories of people who have overcome seemingly

How to Overcome it

insurmountable challenges. How did those people do it--how did they
retain their power?
I've noticed in my work with patients, that there are "victims", "survivors",
and "thrivers". There are three steps "thrivers" often take:
They figure out what is still in their control, what they can influence, and
what they cannot change.
They direct the majority of their focus toward what is in their control.
They take actions within their "domain of control".
If you are playing the blame game, start by asking yourself, "What are all
of the things that are not in my control? What are all of the things that are
in my control?" When you focus upon what is in your control, rather than
upon what is not, you will reclaim the power that is yours!
REMEMBER: This is a process. You can begin now! Keep it going, and
you'll free yourself to pursue your passion! Keep it going, and you'll
become less self-doubting and more of a possibility thinker! Keep it
going, and you'll become less self-critical and more self-accepting! As
you begin to realize your personal power, you will be more open to your
own inner guidance and walking upon your own path... you'll feel freer to
pursue your passion! ###
Pam Garcy, PhD is a Psychologist and Coach in Dallas, Texas. If you'd
like a partner in reaching your goals and overcoming the obstacles that
seem to stand in your way, please contact Dr. Pam for coaching at
drgarcy@aol.com. Dr. Garcy offers a special 10% coaching discount to all
valued subscribers of Cultivate Life and to customers of Trans4mind.com.
Dr. Pam's best-selling books - including the bestsellers The Power of
Inner Guidance: Seven Steps to Tune In and Turn On and Wake Up
Moments of Inspiration- are available at http://www.myinnerguide.com

No Loving-Kindness
There was an old woman in China who had supported a monk for over
twenty years. She had built a little hut for him and fed him while he was
meditating. Finally she wondered just what progress he had made in all
this time.
To find out, she obtained the help of a girl rich in desire. "Go and
embrace him," she told her, "and then ask him suddenly: 'What now?'"
The girl called upon the monk and without much ado caressed him,
asking him what he was going to do about it.
"An old tree grows on a cold rock in winter," replied the monk
somewhat poetically. "Nowhere is there any warmth."
The girl returned and related what he had said.
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"To think I fed that fellow for twenty years!" exclaimed the old woman in
anger. "He showed no consideration for your need, no disposition to
explain your condition. He need not have responded to passion, but at
least he could have evidenced some compassion;"
She at once went to the hut of the monk and burned it down. ###
from Zen Flesh, Zen Bones

Eoin McCabe
To Give or To Get?
What is the purpose of relationships in your life? Do you see them as a
means of achieving your goals or your own agenda in life? Do you see
them as a necessary and unavoidable part of being alive, something to
manage and/or tolerate? Or do you see them as an opportunity to
experience the richness and excitement of life and of you in it? Maybe you
agree with all of the above or none! Either way, how you view the purpose
of relationships in your life is pivotal to their success for all concerned.
To simplify it further, you can view any relationship (professional, personal
and romantic) in your life right now as either an opportunity to give or an
opportunity to get. In practice any relationship will of course deliver both,
but your attitude and intention in and towards the relationship determines
how you experience it and therefore, the quality of it in your life. Let me
give you a typical example...

Eoin McCabe has been involved in Coach Training since 2001 and is
a Founder Director of one of Ireland's leading Coach Training
institutes, the Irish Lifecoach Institute (ILI). He is one of the few
coaches in Europe trained and certified in the 7 Spiritual Laws of
Success (Dr Deepak Chopra). Eoin has spent almost 20 years working
with individuals and groups enhancing their self-awareness and
releasing their potential, to create more enriching and successful
personal and professional lives. Eoin gives workshops, talks and
seminars in the areas of career coaching, personal and business
coaching and personal development. See his website,
http://www.eoinmccabe.com

Throughout my teens and twenties I hated being single. My insecurity and
low self-confidence led me to obsess about getting into and being in a
relationship with a girl. Being single brought up feelings of rejection,
loneliness, and self-hatred (and that was on a good day!). To escape
these feelings I sought refuge in relationships. Thus, for me a relationship
was all about escaping my inner demons, to make me feel better and
"normal." In a relationship I could hold my head up high (not too high
though!) and allow myself to think I was now good enough to be out in the
world as a man. The relationship was the stamp of approval for me that I
was now good enough.
Of course entering into any relationship on this basis was a perfect recipe
for stress, conflict and ultimate failure. I was always concerned that the
relationship might end, throwing me back out into the world single and
rejected (i.e. ugly, useless, unwanted etc.). Consequently I was often
clingy and needy in relationships, emotionally vulnerable and controlling.

The more we want something, the more desperate we become and the
more we push that very thing away - desperation is all about destruction.
I was always desperate to be in and stay in a relationship. The ultimate
irony in all of this was that I walked away from a marriage of 11 years in
spite of my fears of rejection. I did this when I finally saw what I had been
doing in the relationship and how I was simply existing in it, not living or
feeling truly alive. I had been in that relationship (like all my previous
romantic ones) for what it would give me; I was only interested in what I
could get and paid little more than lip service towards what I could give.
In any relationship you get what you give. In my marriage I sought safety,
physical satisfaction and protection from my inner fears. I gave little in
return beyond the practical provision of material necessities and luxuries
- I did not give love or affection or intimacy (at least not enough and not
consistently). Eventually our relationship reflected this and my deepest
fears of failure and rejection were realized (but not in a manner I had
expected). No relationship can last if one or both people are in it for their
own gain only. If both choose to give all they can to the relationship
simply because they can and they want to, then that is a relationship that
has a real chance of success.
Today I am in a relationship where I choose to give all I can to it; this
includes my love, my heart, my passion, my desire to make my partner
happy, to create a family and an experience that we can all look back on
with satisfaction and gratitude. Some days are better than others - there
is still much room for improvement, but at least I am in this relationship
for the right reason and with the right attitude.
Every relationship in life is an opportunity to grow and shine, or hide and
stay small. For too long I did the latter. It was a painful and very
frustrating way to operate in life, it disrespected and dishonored both
myself and all others involved.
Do yourself a favor, enrich and brighten up your experience of life on a
daily basis by choosing to view all your relationships in life as
opportunities to give. What you give is up to you, it could be your time,
your energy, your wisdom, your advice, your support, your love, your
praise, your encouragement; just give when and where you can, people
will remember that and life will always give you back even more in return.
###

Eastern Wisdom

by Richard A. Singer Jr.

“Precious and rare opportunities surround us, and we should
recognize their value.”
—His Holiness the Dalai Lama

Meditation
Our “normal“ daily melodramatic lives overshadow the
miraculous that surrounds us. To become one with the beauty
contained in the universe it is imperative that you escape the
dense fog of delusion and embrace the Truth of the Universe.
Miracles are an everyday occurrence when we live with
mindfulness and according to our soul although, miracles cease
to exist when we are caught in the entrapment of the ego.

Real Life Application
Be mindful and alert to the signs in your daily life. Walk slowly
and look around noticing all the wonders of the Universe.
Listen closely to the voice of your soul and follow this guidance
rather than quickly racing through each moment of your life to
complete tedious tasks. Slow down and consciously experience
everything in your path.
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160 Personal
Growth Books
Peter Shepherd (founder of Trans4mind)
and Greg Willson (founder of No Limits for
Me), the co-editors of Cultivate Life!
Magazine have created a list of 160 books
which have been most influential in
transforming the understanding and
awareness of each. Having read many
informative books to distill the list down to
160 it was necessary to omit many excellent
works contained in our personal libraries...
but this selection includes the "Desert
Island" books we really wouldn't want to be
without.
So it's a personal selection, but we feel
that if you choose to read these books your
personal growth will be on a firm foundation,
and you can look forward to many
tremendous insights and boundless vistas
opening up before you.

The list includes:
Pathways to Perfect Living by Vernon Howard
The Sedona Method by Hale Dworskin
Your Erroneous Zones by Wayne Dyer
I'm OK - You're OK by Thomas A. Harris, MD
Spiritual Intelligence by Danah Zohar
Anatomy of the Spirit by Caroline Myss
Notes to Myself by Hugh Prather
The Book of Secrets by Deepak Chopra

See the entire list here

AVAILABLE as an ebook

PETER SHEPHERD
Daring to be Yourself

You can create a new life. A life revised in small but
crucial ways—or perhaps you will totally change the
way things have been up to now. You choose, of
course.

gjreafhaihfiufeewreeraieeraaafiffegiuyegee
Order
the ebook: Daring to be Yourself
wreferwerwerwerwereerwerreyaireughduh
from
Amazon.com for Kindle + iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Mac and
Windows with Kindle Reader.
Order the PDF version: Daring to be Yourself
gjreafhaihfiufesdkjsdauewreeraieeraaafiffegiuyege
from Inkstone Digital.com for Adobe Reader on all platforms.
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Gabriella
Kortsch

Ph.D.,
CHT

Are You Safe?
Safe means feeling safe on the inside, even when unsafe things are
happening on the outside. Unsafe things might be people shouting,
people trespassing your boundaries, people trying to manipulate you,
people trying to steal your energy and so on. Safe means feeling safe
on the inside even when your partner is talking about leaving you or
when you think you might be down-sized from your job, or when you
have just found out that your partner is having an affair, or even when
someone you love dies. Safe means that the place you feel safe, and the
why you feel safe, and the what and who determines that you feel safe,
all originates with you, inside of you as opposed to anywhere else. The
fact that you feel safe has nothing to do with:






The state of your love relationship / marriage
The state of your bank account
The state of your health
The state of your job or profession
The state of your friendships

All of those parts of your life are undoubtedly enormously important, but
they do not determine – in a healthy individual – the state of that
individual’s inner feeling of safety because that – if it is real - emanates
from inside, and not from anything external.
Attachment Theory
So let’s look a bit at how this inner state of safety evolves. To do that,
let’s examine a basic tenet of developmental psychology: attachment
theory. The attachment bond is what evolves (or not) between the child

and its primary caregiver (the person who most cares for it after birth and
during early childhood). This bond refers to a lasting emotional and
psychological connection with another. Around 1970, researchers John
Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth demonstrated that there are four basic ways
in which we develop attachment. Children between 12 and 18 months
were observed in their homes in order to get a baseline of their
interaction with their parents (or caretakers) in a familiar surrounding,
and then were brought to a lab for an experiment (called the “Strange
Situation”) where after arriving in a room and settling in, the child’s
parent left the room for a short time. The important thing was observing
how the child reacted upon being left alone and how it reacted when the
parent re-entered the room.


Secure Attachment: these children explore happily while the
parent is still in the room, they get upset when he leaves and are
comforted when he returns. They also know they can count on the
parent for comfort when they are upset because of the way the
parent normally responds to the child. If a stranger comforts them
while they are upset, they respond well, but clearly prefer the
parent. This parent responds well to the child at all times.



Avoidant: these children explore, but not in connection with the
parent. When the parent leaves, they are not upset, nor are they
happy when the parent returns and if the parent picks them up
they turn away, and show little reaction. If a stranger tries to
connect with them they react in a similar – avoidant - fashion. This
parent does not react to the distressed child, and further, has
shown the child that no tears and independence are desirable.



Ambivalent/Resistant: distrusts strangers, becomes very upset
when the parent leaves but can not be consoled when the parent
returns. There may be low maternal availability in the home or the
parent may be inconsistent between appropriate and neglectful
behaviour.



Disorganized: there is a lack of clear attachment type. When the
parent returns, the child may freeze or rock itself. The parent may
be frightened or frightening, may be withdrawn, intrusive or
abusive. Because the child feels both comforted and frightened by
the parent, it becomes confused and disorganized in its
attachment.

Adult Relationships
As you can imagine, these different styles of attachment lead to different
ways of feeling safe and secure within the self, and this becomes
particularly evident in the adult love relationship. So the securely
attached adult will tend to have loving, trusting and lasting relationships,
has good self esteem and has no problems sharing feelings with friends
and partners, the ambivalent adult may overly worry that the partner
does not love them and become very upset when a relationship ends,
the avoidant adult may show
Dr. Kortsch holds difficulty with intimacy, invest little
a d o c t o r a t e i n emotion in social and romantic
psychology and relationships and may have
dedicates herself problems with sharing thoughts
to
i n t e g r a l and feelings with others, and the
coaching, clinical disorganized adult may take on —
h y p n o t h e r a p y, even at a very young age — a
r e l a t i o n s h i p parental or caretaking role for the
c o a c h i n g , a n d parent (the articles referenced
energy techniques. throughout this article about
She is an author and professional b o u n d a r i e s , e m o t i o n a l
speaker and broadcasts a live unavailability and neediness all fit
weekly radio show in English that this type).
is available on the Internet or for With this article my main focus has
listening on her website, and has b e e n o n g i v i n g y o u s o m e
appeared in numerous television information you may not have
programs in English and Spanish. been aware of. At the same time, I
She can help you move towards would like to encourage all of you,
greater personal and relationship both those who have recognized
success with her integral approach themselves, as well as those who
to life and offers training and have recognized their partners,
workshops in the field of self- parents, or children, that cuttingd e v e l o p m e n t a n d c h o o s i n g edge research in neuroscience
responsibility for the self. Visit very clearly indicates that none of
Advanced Personal Therapy.com t h i s i s s e t i n s t o n e . W h i l e
and sign up for her cutting-edge clinicians, therapists and others
newsletter in English or Spanish, may have insisted in the past that
or visit her blog for more timely these early developmental stages
articles.
tended to leave indelible scars that

were nearly impossible to eradicate, we know differently now. In other
words, the brain is so flexible – hence the word neuroplasticity — that
with awareness we can change much, improve much, and make the
quality of our lives better. This awareness must be learned and practiced,
and I certainly don’t pretend you will be able to do that from reading this
brief article, but know that it can be done. The awareness I am referring
to is much more than just being aware of the possibility of negative
situations from your childhood having led you to current problems. More
than that, it is an awareness of the self, the conscious choice to take
complete responsibility for the self – taking responsibility for everything
you think, feel and say, and every action and reaction you have — and in
so doing, begin the path to inner peace and freedom. ###

Affirmations
for Living Fearlessly

All spiritual healing begins with learning
forgiveness; and to forgive others — and
myself — begins with discovering my
own helplessness in the face of the forces
that turn me inside out at will.
Guy Finley
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Life is a great big canvas, and you should throw all
the paint on it you can.
—Danny Kaye
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Steve Wickham
Two Divine Tasks For Spiritual Success

Steve’s Blog
To genuinely undertake the very best of life it is incumbent on us to think
differently (than our default thinking) and to investigate two divine tasks one as a precursor and director of focus or effort, and the other how we
will need to operate day to day. These divine tasks are, 1) to design
'policies' for living, and 2) to choose to be led by the Holy Spirit in all we
do.
Designing Policies for Living
We all need standards or values with which to live our lives by - many of
these are chosen for us via our upbringings. But, many we also choose.
These are all previously agreed rules of engagement in life and they're
simply backed up in self discipline - making them operant. Being
previously agreed we can be held accountable to them, personally and
interpersonally.
The task for us is simply to take the necessary time out to explore what
'policies' we'll need particularly (that will suit our needs presently and for
growth into the future) and set up living strategies and actions for
engagement so we can actually achieve these policies.
Practically, it relates to our diet disciplines, how much exercise we'll get
and how, our devotional life and how that takes place, our learning
disciplines etc. Of course, as our lives progress these policies morph
with our changing needs. It is hence a very vital thing that solid values
always underpin this process.

Be Led by the Holy Spirit
This alone is a great thing to do, but without the pre-defined rules of
engagement established, i.e. our policies for living, there's the risk of
falling short and burning people, including ourselves. We must seek the
continual Presence of the living God in us to achieve this i.e. to know,
and be aware, of his Presence and momentary calling. This 'connection'
is developed and maintained over time.
This is about abiding in God's will, as it is known, in the situation however it presents. It's the Spiritual intuition and alignment with God
beyond the pull of our own desires.
Putting the Two Together
If we value our role as agents of God highly enough we'll consider both
these tasks critical in our overall success. They'll drive how we'll engage
with the world, both in the way we prepare and in the way we'll act. Both
these tasks together will ensure that as much of the pre-thought has
taken place freeing up the conscious mind for 'listening' to the Spirit of
God.
It is especially good that we fix the processes involved in the first task so
we're self disciplined and self controlled. Where we struggle to achieve
these two ends we'll always struggle to live a fervent, effective and
functional spirituality. Yet, if we achieve the first task but don't develop

the Spiritual acuity necessary to be led by the Holy Spirit, i.e. the ability
to listen to God and heed him, we'll never go onto maturity with the
LORD.
This way we can see that the first task is foundational — and a
prerequisite - for the second. But the second is what takes us onward in
our journey through life with God. ###
!

Steve Wickham is a Registered Safety Practitioner (BSc, FSIA,
RSP[Australia]) and a qualified, unordained Christian minister
(GradDipBib&Min). His blogs are at: http://epitemnein-epitomic.blogspot.com/
and http://inspiringbetterlife.blogspot.com/ and http://tribework.blogspot.com/.
He ministers via Twitter and Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/
steve.j.wickham. Steve welcomes likeminded friends.
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One Fundamental Desire

time poor, those screams are often falling on unaware ears, deaf ears,
or totally absent ears.

We all have one basic fundamental desire, and silent request of the
world around us, if we were to actually stop and think about it. Some
people are very aware of this desire, and some are so remote from the
idea that it may even make them growl at me for suggesting it.

For many, the challenge of surviving High School is a daunting task
which is also frightening to extremes for some, and the whole
education process can become a huge hurdle for parents and children
alike.

These are the silent words and feelings which are bubbling away inside
so many of us: "If you really knew me, then you'd know that I want you
to Love Me and Accept Me, just as I am"!
"Without judgement; without your rules placed upon me; without any
of society's expectations of how I should be behaving; .... please allow
me to just be me"!

Because of my own fearful experiences to do with school and growing
up in general, I am more aware than ever that I wish to assist in the
mentoring of any young people who have a desire to be capable of
becoming extraordinary examples to those around them as they
become adults. They will then become the role models that their own
young people require for them to then move on to be the same models
of excellence necessary for the next generation .... and so on.

"I wish to be loved unconditionally, just as I am, and I'll do my best to
reciprocate and do the same for you"!

To be yourself — in a world which is doing its best, night and day, to
make you just like everybody else - is so often your greatest challenge.

Regardless of our age, this is one of our strongest desires!

Empower yourselves by empowering others: by giving them totally
unconditional love and respect! ###

It is particularly true in our younger generations .... our youth; even
though they may not seem to care, so many of them are screaming out
for recognition and unconditional love! And, they are often simply
screaming out for our time! And in a world where adults are too often
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Life Tests and
Right Reasoning
Subscribe To The Shift® Ezine And Free Email Courses Here

Sometimes when we are in a “tight spot” we may swing, and cling, to the
thought that God is testing us. Applying right reasoning we discover that
this thought process stems from a mistaken point of view, and when we
remain in that point of view the test may appear to never end.
Yes, we are tested. But what is being tested and who is doing the
testing? Let’s use school and a math class for an example. In math we
learn the principles of math. We practice these principles until they are
ingrained in our thinking so that we will always know, without doubt, that
2 plus 2 = 4, and never 5 or 6 for example. To make sure that we have
embodied these principles in our thinking, we are given a test to see if
we have understood what we have been taught.
But, who tests us? Is it the principle of math, or is it the teacher?
Once we pass a test we can move on to learning more about the
principle of math and its application. During this learning process we are
often given tests. Again, we are not tested by the principle of math. The
principle of math does not “know” that we need to learn it, or know about
the mistakes we make as we learn it.
Outside of school we experience more “tests” brought about by life
occasions. For example, when I am trying to figure out how much wood
to buy to build a piece of furniture, I am “tested” by the occasion to see if
I understand the principle of math that is needed to pass, or in this case
buy, the proper amount of wood to build the furniture piece that I want to
build.

Again, the principle of math is not testing me; it is the occasion that is
bringing me the test to see if I understand, and can apply, the principle of
math to the current situation.
In the movie “Ground Hog Day” the hero of the story is constantly
“tested” to get the principle of love right. Each day he gets closer until
one day, he is completely understands, conforms his behavior to his
understanding, and he is set free. He passes the test and gets the girl.
Following this logic we can see that believing it is God that is testing us
means that we have a point of view that God reasons as we do. We are
beginning with a point of view that God is made in our image and
likeness, and that he chooses when we are to be tested, and if and when
we will pass the test.
However, even if our point of view about God is that he is like us, only
better, let’s see the how the logic of thinking he is testing us plays out.
Let’s agree that God’s principle is Love and that he is testing us is for our
own good. Bringing it to a more approachable level, let’s think of
ourselves as a parent and that as a parent all that we do for our children
is based on our love for them.
With this in mind, do we test them just to test them? Or do we hold a
standard for them and ask them to live within and as this because we
know it will ultimately bring them happiness and success? This may
appear as a test to them, but from our parent point of view it is simply a
way to help them understand the principle of living rightly. Once they

understand the principle we are teaching them, what feels like a test to
them is ended.
So even when we accept a God with human qualities, all tests end when
we understand and can apply the principle that we are being taught.
But, taking it one step further. What if we begin with the point of view
that God Itself is the Principle of Love? Not a God with human
characteristics, but a loving intelligent awareness known as One Mind or
One Love or One Spirit. This is the view point of God that more and more
of us are accepting as truth. This God IS the Principle of Love. Which
means that like the principle of math knowing only itself, It is not aware of
anything other than Intelligent Love Loving.
It is our human point of view that sees or feels that love is not present.
And when we accept this point of view as true, we experience ourselves
as if we are being tested, and usually without an apparent reason or end
to it.
To “pass” the test we must begin with and understand the correct
Principle. As in math, if we don’t begin with what is true, our answers will
always be wrong. When we return to the truth or principle of math the
answer “magically” corrects itself.
In life, when we begin with the Principle of Love, and then not allow
ourselves to be swayed by a mistaken point of view, the test dissolves as
if by magic. Or not. Because even though Love is constantly True to its
nature, other people and their intentions, or own present or past beliefs
often mislead us. The correct answer always exists, the abundance of
any situation is always present, but both can be hidden by a mistaken
point of view.
The Bible statement, “Repent for the kingdom of God is within” gives us
the complete picture when we understand the true meaning of the word
“repent”. We have come to accept the word “repent” as meaning that we
have done something wrong and we must work it out, be tested, before
we can see the kingdom of God.
However, the original meaning of the word “repent” is to “think differently”
or “turn around and walk to the other way.” To clarify this further it is
helpful to know that the original meaning of the word “sin” is to “miss the
mark”.
I took a “real” test for continuing education for my securities license. The
point of this test was to make sure I had not forgotten any of the

principles of doing the
right thing for my clients.
It was not a pass or fail
test.
I was presented
with a series of scenarios
with a number of
questions to answer
based on the right thing to
do in each scenario. Once
I answered all the
questions accurately, I
was moved on to next
question. The point was
to learn and apply the
principles of right
investing and ethical
behavior.

PONDER
a moment

Our deepest fear is not that we are
inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we
are powerful beyond measure. It is our
light, not our darkness, that most
frightens us. Your playing small does not
serve the world. There is nothing
enlightened about shrinking so that other
people won't feel insecure around you.
We are all meant to shine as children do.
It's not just in some of us; it is in
everyone. And as we let our own lights
shine, we unconsciously give other
people permission to do the same. As we
are liberated from our own fear, our
presence automatically liberates others.

The tests of life are just
like my continuing
education test. They can
be midterms, finals or pop
quizzes, but the point of
each of them is to
—Nelson Mandela
understand and apply the
Principles of Love. The
result of this understanding is that we will find we have constant
abundance in all its forms. However, if we are outlining how abundance
appears, be it through the stock market, people, places, jobs or things,
we are still not living from the Principle of Love, and we will remain in the
test.
How long the test lasts is up to us. The faster we understand the correct
Principle the sooner the test is over.
As we live in the tests of life, we must remember that it is not the
Principle of Love that is testing us. It is the occasion of life itself,
demanding a higher understanding of the Principle of Intelligent Love.
Right reasoning, acting from, and living from, and most importantly
beginning our thinking from this Principle, the answer will always be
correct. The test will vanish as if it was never there, and in Truth, within
the Principle of Love, it never was. ###
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WORKBOOK FOR STUDENTS
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Each week Cultivate Life! is presenting A Course In Miracles Workbook Lessons and accompanying commentary.
Lesson 6

And:

I am upset because I see something that is not there.

I cannot keep this form of upset and let the others go. For the purposes
of these exercises, then, I will regard them all as the same. ###

The exercises with this idea are very similar to the preceding ones.
Again, it is necessary to name both the form of upset (anger, fear, worry,
depression and so on) and the perceived source very specifically for any
application of the idea. For example:
I am angry at ____ because I see something that is not there.
I am worried about ____ because I see something that is not there.
Today's idea is useful for application to anything that seems to upset you,
and can profitably be used throughout the day for that purpose.
However, the three or four practice periods which are required should be
preceded by a minute or so of mind searching, as before, and the
application of the idea to each upsetting thought uncovered in the
search.
Again, if you resist applying the idea to some upsetting thoughts more
than to others, remind yourself of the two cautions stated in the previous
lesson:
There are no small upsets. They are all equally disturbing to my peace of
mind.

A Course In Miracles lessons
brought to you by www.acim.org

Lesson 7 in the next issue
of Cultivate Life! magazine

Marianne Williamson
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A Course in Miracles
Lesson commentary by
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The indispensable companion on your journey
through the Workbook of A Course in Miracles.
These books offer insightful teachings, personal
anecdotes, detailed lesson instructions, and cameo
essays on related topics such as meditation in the
Course.
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Circle of Atonement
Lesson 6 Commentary
This begins to explain why I am really upset. I am never upset for the
reason I think; I am upset because I see something that is not there.
(Once again the Workbook builds its case piece by piece; it does not tell
us just what we are seeing, only that it is something that isn't there. If
you're curious, go ahead, peek at the next lesson.) We can't begin to
imagine how much of what we see, things we think of as "real" and
"objective facts," are really things that are not there. The case being built
here is that all of our upset comes from things that aren't there. Only
what God creates is real, and nothing He creates is upsetting, and if
those are facts, today's idea must be true. So when I feel upset I can say
to myself, "I'm upset because I'm seeing something that isn't there."
We are asked to recall the "two cautions stated in the previous lesson".
Since they are repeated they are obviously important, so let's think a little
about each.
There are no small upsets. They are all equally disturbing to my peace of
mind.
I find I have to remind myself of this a lot. It is so easy to overlook "small"
upsets and leave them undealt with. A rage at someone who betrays me
and steals my job is no different than a "minor" annoyance at slow
service in a restaurant. Both have the power to disturb my peace of mind.
If my goal is a mind at peace I must learn to deal with all upsets as being
of equal importance; I must learn to "recognize what is the same and
what is different".
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I cannot keep this form of upset and let the
others go. For the purposes of these
exercises, then, I will regard them all as the
same.
At least during the practice periods of the Workbook, we need to regard
all upsets as the same, and apply the lesson to them. If I insist on not
applying the lesson to some "minor" upset or to an upset that seems
justified to me, I won't really be able to let any of the upsets go. I will be
holding on to the principle behind all of them. It would be like saying you
are going to lose weight by cutting out sugar and fat, except for that half
gallon of ice cream every night. The Course insists that we be thorough
and absolute in our practicing.
"I am upset because I see something that is not there."
This material is copyrighted by Circle of Atonement
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Heal Your Life With
Higher Self-Correction
by

Two men who have worked for the same company for years, and who
share an office, are having a conversation over lunch. They are in the
company cafeteria with other workers around them also eating their
meals. Bob watches his friend Joe reach into his briefcase and pull out a
small bright blue bottle that he has seen a number of times now over the
last ten days or so.
Joe seems content and is even humming to himself as he takes a fairly
deep swig directly out of the bottle. Bob watches this and is moved to
ask: "How is it going Joe, are you feeling any better these days? You
didn't say much last week after your doctor's appointment."
Joe finishes his swallow and smiles back at Bob: "Well, first I saw a few
specialists who didn't know their heads from their elbows, so I walked
one block down the street and went through a few more visits with some
others. Then I found the greatest doctor in the world. He knew right away
what I needed, and the whole thing was virtually painless!"
"That's good news," says Bob taking a bite of his sandwich. "He must
have been something pretty special, because I have never seen you be
so religious about doing anything, let alone taking medicine." Bob
continues with a wry look coming over his face. He can't help his next
tongue-in-cheek comment. "So, I guess his prescription must have been
just what the doctor ordered?"

Guy Finley

"To tell the truth, Bob," Joe lowers his voice and shakes his head, even
as he looks around the room to ensure no one will hear his confession, "I
haven't seen much improvement, if any at all. I'm still in a lot of pain!"
Somewhat confused by this report Bob whispers back, "But I've been
watching you for over a week now and you haven't missed taking one
dose of those drugs he prescribed. What are you doing with that stuff if it
isn't helping you to get any better?" What he hears next just about
knocks him out of his chair.
Joe leans further forward onto his chair, looks down at the bottle still in
his hand, and whispers through a strange smile, "Well, the truth is - even
though this prescription isn't helping to heal what hurts me, it does kind
of mask the pain if I take enough of it. And," he leans even further
forward, "you would not believe how good this medicine tastes!"
As we will prove, human beings are a study in stupidity. Instead of being
self-investigating (as we are created to be), we are self-deceiving.
Instead of embracing the inner work of honest self-seeing, by whose
Light alone we come upon the life-healing truths that heal us of selfignorance, we will make a truce with the parts of ourselves that punish
and pain us. Why?
The truth is simple: We have come to believe, through a host of social
and cultural mandates, that whatever we suspect is wrong with us —

whatever character faults we suspect may be lurking in heart and mind
— must not only be hidden from the world around us, but kept from
ourselves as well. Any such unconscious conclusion is a prescription for
sickness by sickness.
Here is the real medicine: We are made to be self-correcting. Each real
correction made in us is the same as elevating ourselves above the
unknown nature whose dark influence we had lived under. Like moving
from a hot desert climate to a cool mountain retreat, each discovery of
what darkens our path through life is the same as walking in the Light
towards a Higher, happier Ground.
There are many parts in all of us that do not want us to hear the
following: The entire universe is working to help each of us become
whole and "perfect in heaven." The conditions that we run from, wherein
we feel as though our own weaknesses will overcome us, are
themselves unique creations of a Great Intelligence that wants us to
learn of its Timeless Strength.
Yet, simply to state these truths, as bright and liberating as they are, is
not enough. To be transformed by any Truth we must see the living truth
of it. In this instance, as it concerns the recurring stress and sorrow that
runs through our relationships like the veins of a leaf, we need some new
ideas. Here is one such insight to help open our eyes to the healing that
awaits us:
At present, what little awareness we have of what is wrong with us feels
to us as though life is trying to punish us for what we are. Nothing could
be further from the truth. Our awareness of those aspects of ourselves,
where we know we miss the mark, is not life condemning us. We do this
dark deed to ourselves. It is misunderstanding the Goodness of life that
causes us to miss seeing it.
Each time we catch a glimpse of a character shortfall in us, we do so by
the grace of a Living Light. And it invites us, asks us - in the only form of
a "dialogue" that we can share for now with this force for our perfection to see ourselves in its light. So it is not negative to see the negative
since it is the Perfectly Positive that makes this kind of seeing into our
selves possible.
All this compassionate Intelligence asks is that we accept its corrective
Presence in us, and then to stand there, as conscious as we can be,
within Its Light within ourselves. If we will receive what it reveals we are

released from that former darkness. The Light transforms it and we are
equally changed in that moment.
Here are some special insights into what each of us can do to strengthen
the potential in this process of allowing the Light to transform us. No one
can be free who refuses to see what actually lives within him or her. And
as we have just seen, authentic self-healing must begin with Truthful
self-seeing. There is no other order, no other way. If we will only consider
the following facts, the rest of our discoveries become as easy as they
are delightful.
Consciousness of any unwanted condition in us must precede its
correction, just as the rising sun dismisses any of our fears imagined
hidden in the darkness of night. This is why we must learn that anything
in us that does not want us to see the truth about our actual
unenlightened condition is itself a part of what is punishing us. We can
learn to do much better!
"The medicine is bitter, but it heals," said the late, great author Vernon
Howard when it comes to seeing the
truth of our lives. If we would heal the Guy Finley is the best-selling
hidden hurt in us then we must learn author of The Secret of
that the initial bitterness of discovering Letting Go, The Essential
the truth about ourselves is actually the Laws of Fearless Living,
front-runner of our ultimate spiritual and 35 other works that have
victory over what has been defeating sold over a million copies in
us.
18 languages worldwide. His
Our work is to concede to the bright work has been featured on
prescription of Higher Self-Honesty hundreds of radio and TV
regardless of how it "tastes" to us in networks including NBC,
those unwanted moments of seeing CBS, ABC, CNN, NPR, and
that we are nothing like the pleasing PBS. Guy has spent the last
images we hold of ourselves. Any time 30 years showing individuals
you see something in yourself that the authentic path to a higher
seems dark, the answer you must give life filled with happiness,
to it is not to fall into darkness over success, and true love. Finley
what you have seen. Choose the lives and teaches in Merlin,
Higher Path. The Light never shows us Oregon where he is Director
anything in ourselves that it hasn't of non-profit Life of Learning
already started to change for us — if Foundation.
we will only let It! ###
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Angel Shadow
What Is
Spirituality?
It seems as though everyone is searching for something to give them
hope and inspiration. The “New Age” (a label I’m not particularly fond of)
and the changes it brings are causing some to have difficulty finding their
place. They want to hold on to the old way of doing things because it
allows them to stay in their comfort zone. Yet, the “New Age” is offering
proof and validity, and for some, it is hard to know which way to turn.
“New Age” spiritualists are not occult or evil. They are open minded,
loving individuals, trying to make the world a better place and to raise the
consciousness of humanity.
The “New Age” we are entering is a time of increased, free spirituality,
where individuals can express themselves without fear of alienation and
actually learn from each other. Not hold each other in fear and confusion,
based on misunderstandings and a lack of knowledge of other beliefs
and ideals. We have to peel away the illusion of “us” and “them,” “my
way is the only way,” and “your way is incorrect.” In my opinion, this way
of thinking is creating much of the confusion and fear that is keeping
humanity segregated. This is also a time of increased awareness. Many

individuals are experiencing the need for more answers, to find more of
their own inner truth of where they are in life and they are starting to
question the meaning of it all. They are no longer sitting back and
accepting the way things have gone before. A new confidence is building
as individuals realize they control their future. While this change is slowly
occurring, there is still fear, segregation, confusion, and insecurities. Until
we learn to accept everyone, from every walk of life as our brothers and
sisters, this segregation will continue.
We have to ask ourselves, if life is really an illusion, why does it “feel” so
real? Why do we take our experiences so personally? We learn from
these lessons and experiences and I believe that many are starting to
make that connection, but it’s still a difficult process emotionally. Many
are still wrapped up in the mundane, everyday world and experiences.
We tend to get all wrapped up in the soap opera of the situation,
obsessing over it and taking it all very personally. But if you truly look at
it, it’s the personal emotion you are dealing with, not the situation itself.
The situation is merely the opportunity to learn the lesson. We have to

experience life. Those painful lessons are how we grow, learn and
evolve. It’s a very important part of the process and one that is vital to
our spiritual evolution, as individuals and humanity as a whole.
Think of spiritual growth as rungs on a ladder, however, this ladder is
laying flat on the ground. You are never above or below another soul.
You are simply on a different rung (level). You start at the first rung and
take one step at a time. With each step, you gain experience, knowledge
and balance. You are then ready to move to the next rung. There you
gain more knowledge and experience, regain your balance and move
forward. This process continues through all your individual lifetimes.
Think of the spaces between the rungs as a safe haven to absorb
information before stepping to the next rung. It is the quiet,
contemplation time that takes place during each transition.
A higher consciousness is emerging and a bridge is needed for some to
cross over slowly, at their own pace. It is necessary to have places along
the bridge to stop and absorb the information, become aware of it’s
meaning and what it says to you, before moving on. Confusion, self
doubt, and isolation are feelings many are dealing with because they
either don’t understand or are uncomfortable with New Age beliefs. To
move forward with these new beliefs are creating comfort zone issues
that many don’t know how to deal with.
Spirituality will hold a different meaning for each individual and it’s
important to understand that no level is any better than another. If you
are striving for the betterment of humanity, you are doing your part in CoCreation. There are many paths to enlightenment and it is each

individuals responsibility to find their own personal path.
You can start your journey by finding what level you are most
comfortable with and move forward from there. But the first element is
finding the personal light within yourself.
In 1910, surgeons Moreau and LePrince performed, what appeared to
be, a successful eye surgery on an eight year old boy who had been
blind since birth. After the boy had healed, they ran a series of sight tests
to conclude the success of the operation. When they asked the boy what
he saw, he replied, “I don’t know.”
“Don’t you see it?” They asked.
“I don’t know,” he replied.
He was then allowed to touch the hand that waved in front of him.
“It’s moving,” he said.
The boy still needed touch and sound to relate to the world around him.
Since all objects were foreign to him, he didn’t know what to see. Light
itself is always invisible without objects to cast upon. For these are the
things that are seen, not the light itself. To truly see that light takes more
than looking with your physical eyes.
The way we currently see things is how we define our world. It becomes
our truth, our knowing and our security. To see means to grow. To grow,
we have to explore. To explore, we risk our own personal truth being
exposed. In turn, we may learn a new truth that is uncomfortable, but in
the long run necessary. Because of the risk involved with this, many
continues next page >>>
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choose to remain blind. To change
our inner light, changes our
consciousness and again, this
creates comfort zone issues.

Your own personal actions will
My ancestry is Irish and Cherokee eventually manifest in your world as
light or dark, good or bad, positive
Indian and I have a gypsy spirit
that refuses to be fenced in. I am or negative (however you choose to
definitely not a conformist. Much label it). These perceptions will
depend on your programming, for
of my life was spent under the
control of others. I have now found what is on the inside will become
my own personal freedom, based apparent in your outer world.
on my own personal truth and
Our physical eyes need something
nothing could be more liberating. visual to see in order for us to see a
To read more of Angel Shadow's specific form. However, inner sight
articles, visit
(or light) can provide faith in seeing
things that are not there, but still
Angel Shadow's Blog
exist. All of these things together,
bring about your own personal truth
and how you see the world you’ve created around yourself.
We are all Co-Creators of the world we live in. This extends far beyond
the deeds we do physically. It includes the spiritual impulses and light
that we hold within ourselves.
Albert Einstein had the theory that “pure thought can grasp reality.” This
can be interpreted as our thoughts create our world. What we think,
every thought, every fear, hope and accomplishment can change our
inner programming. This in turn changes our perception and this in turn
changes our world. We are always in control. Changing your thoughts
will change you actions. Changing your actions, will change your world.
Keep in mind, your path is not always seen with your physical eyes.
Sometimes, your path is felt with your heart or seen through your inner
eye (or vision…your inner light). Hold onto this vision, for your path lies
within it. Imagine a world where everyone’s inner light contributed to the
forward movement of humanity. But to do this, we need to remove our
blinders.
Think for a moment, what it would be like to go through life like a horse
with blinders on. Only seeing what is directly in front of you and only

going in the direction the person holding the reigns allowed us to go.
Unfortunately, this is how many of us live our lives. We despise the
blinders we are wearing, but removing them would require new sight to
come into being. We would be able to see all around us and would no
longer be limited to the sight that lied directly in front of us.
Visualize it in this way. With the blinders on, you see directly in front of
you, allowing someone else to control your direction of sight. Once the
blinders are removed, you can see to each side easily. Imagine seeing
this new world all at once. Witnessing all sides and views. Learning and
growing from different standpoints.
Society forces these blinders on horses so they do not become
“spooked” by that they see. But do you want to live your life this way? Or
do you perfer freedom of sight? Freedom of expression? The freedom of
going in your own direction, not the direction dictated by another and
certainly not one limited to the selected direction of sight by someone
else controlling your reigns. You are the only one who can remove your
blinders. Don’t let fear be the deciding factor that keeps you from your
full range of sight. Let your inner light shine in ALL directions and allow
others to do the same. Once you have allowed yourself this freedom of
expression, you will most likely experience an awakening, a spiritual
rebirth that will move you forward. Welcome this rebirth of your soul.
Allow new definitions to enter your vocabulary. Widen your vision to
include all beliefs, not just your own and understand that these different
levels of spirituality, all carry a basic core truth within them.
I am speaking of soul expression for a brighter future. A humanity that is
not segregated by fear and a lack of understanding. Fear comes from
not knowing, so educate yourself. Take time to get to know and
understand the beliefs of others. The best way to gain knowledge is to
remove our blinders.
“If the light rises in the sky of the heart and if the utterly pure inner man
attains the brightness of the sun or many suns, then his heart is nothing
but light. His subtle body is light. His material covering is light. His
hearing, sight, hand, exterior, and interior are nothing but light.” ~Najm
Razi, 1256
“It seems that the human mind has first to construct forms independently
before we can find them in things.” ~Albert Einstein
“Were the eye not of the sun, how could we behold the light? If God’s

might and ours were not as one, how could His work enchant our sight?”
~Theory Of Color, German poet-Goethe, 1810 ###
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"We need the tonic of
wilderness...we can never
have enough of nature."
—Henry David Thoreau

Chuck Gallozzi
Spiritual Healing and the
Placebo Effect
The many forms of spiritual healing, which include Christian Science,
faith healing, prayer, reiki, qigong, and other forms of energy healing, all
rely on our Inner Healer for their success. This mysterious force operates
on the power of belief and expectation. Simply stated, if we believe a
particular drug, ritual, or treatment will cure us, it will. Unfortunately, the
opposite is also true. If we believe a form of treatment will fail, it will. So,
we have to be careful of what we choose to believe. The medical
community refers to this fact as the Placebo Effect. Whatever we choose
to call it, it is an extraordinary example of the power of the mind. To help
bring the placebo Effect into sharper focus, I will share the following
story.
The proof was there, staring at Brady Matthews in the face. One
photograph showed the patient grimacing in pain; the other photo
showed her completely at peace, and it was taken only minutes after she
took the new pill. Brady was impressed by the seemingly miraculous
power of the new medication, which promised an end to migraine
headaches. He is a recent university graduate and got his job as a
pharmaceutical sales rep six months ago. This was his first sales
meeting and he was excited by the Marketing Manager’s presentation.
Brady couldn’t wait to spread the news about the new medication to all
the doctors in his territory.
Dr. Addison was usually uncomfortable whenever his patient, Mr.
Guymer stepped into his office. After all, Anthony Guymer was a chronic
sufferer of migraine headaches and nothing Dr. Addison prescribed for
him offered any relief. But today was different, for Dr. Addison had

recently received samples of a new drug from his enthusiastic sales rep,
Brady Matthews.
Dr. Addison was smiling as he said, “Well, Mr. Guymer, I think I have
something that will help you at last. I want you to try this new medication
that has done wonders for other migraine sufferers. Get back to me with
the results.”
Well, Dr. Addison didn’t have to wait long, for just an hour-and-a-half later
Mr. Guymer called his doctor’s office. Speaking to the receptionist, he
said, “This is Anthony Guymer. Please tell Dr. Addison the new
medication he gave me is amazing. My migraine is completely gone.
Please book an appointment for next Wednesday for me, as I want to get
some more pills.”
I will return to Dr. Addison and his patient in a moment, but first: since
the middle 50’s, doctors have been studying the Placebo Effect. Over the
years they learned how patients’ symptoms could be relieved by dummy,
sugar pills. Initial studies indicated that roughly one-third of the patients
taking dummy pills received the same benefits offered by actual
medication. In fact, their bodies experienced the same physiological
changes, whether the pills were real or placebos.
However, later research indicated that the efficacy of placebos was much
higher. For example, the founder of the Mind/Body Medical Institute at
Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, Dr. Herbert Benson
concluded a placebo can be just as effective as actual treatment in up to
90% of cases! How effective a placebo is depends on how it is

administered. For example, when patients were told they were being
given a potent new drug to heal their bleeding ulcers, the placebo had a
success rate of 70%, but when they were told they were getting an
experimental drug, the success rate dropped to 30%.
After extensive testing, here are other facts that were discovered about
placebos. Big pills are more effective than small ones; colored ones,
more effective than white ones; bitter ones, more effective than tasteless
ones; injections, more effective than pills; placebos given by doctors
more effective than those given by nurses, and doctors in white coats
more effective than those dressed in ordinary clothes. So, by combining
several beliefs (expectations) we can generate an extremely effective
placebo. For instance, to heal a patient of bleeding ulcers with a placebo,
have a doctor in a white coat inject the patient with “a new potent drug!”

When he reached the Order Desk, he was told, “I’m sorry, Dr. Addison,
but that product is not being offered yet because it is still undergoing
testing. You see, half of our sales reps are distributing the new product
and the other half are distributing placebos. We haven’t told the sales
reps what we’re doing because if they knew, it may influence the results
of the test. Your sales rep is Brady Matthews, isn’t it? Well, according to
my computer, he is distributing placebos!”
Well, what happened here? First, Brady Matthews was swayed by the
powerful presentation made by his marketing manager and believed the
samples he got were genuine wonder drugs. His enthusiasm and belief
swayed Dr. Addison who believed the pills might indeed help his patient.
Influenced by Dr. Addison’s conviction, Mr. Guymer believed the pills
would help him. And they did because we get what we expect.

Returning to Dr. Addison in our story, you can understand why he was
wondering whether the remarkable benefit experienced by Mr. Guymer
were due to the medication or to the Placebo Effect. So, he decided to
experiment. He had his friend, the next door pharmacist, make up a
bottle of dummy pills identical in appearance to the new medication.
When Mr. Guymer arrived on Wednesday, Dr. Addison said, “Here you
are, Mr. Guymer. I’m glad the pills helped. Here is another week’s supply.
Stay in touch.”

But why did the pills stop working when Dr. Addison switched the
placebos of the sales rep with his own placebos? The difference is Dr.
Addison knew his pills were fake. He now had doubts about the possible
effectiveness of his own pills. On a subconscious level, Mr. Guymer was
able to pick up the doubts of his doctor. Perhaps it was the change in
demeanor of Dr. Addison, his lack of enthusiasm, or the way he averted
looking directly into the eyes of his patient. At any rate, something told
Mr. Guymer the pills may not work, and they did not.

About an hour-and-a-half after leaving the office, Mr. Guymer called. He
sounded desperate. “I’m in great pain. I’ve got to talk to Dr. Addison
immediately.” After being connected, Mr. Guymer explained, “Doctor, I
don’t know what went wrong, but the pills are not working. I’m in great
pain. Is there something you can do?”

Yet, on Wednesday, when Dr. Addison replaced his placebos with what
he believed to be highly effective medication, both he and his patient
expected the migraine to end, which it promptly did. Can you see why
Norman Cousins (1915~1990) said, “Drugs are not always necessary,
but belief in recovery always is.”

Feeling guilty for switching the pills and not wanting to admit what he had
done, Dr. Addison needed time to think, so he said, “Where are you
now? At work? Okay, let me check things out at our end and I’ll call you
back in ten minutes.” Ten minutes later, Dr. Addison was speaking to his
patient, “I apologize, Mr. Guymer, by mistake I gave you an earlier batch
of the pills. It was an older version, made before they perfected the new
formula. To prevent any more mistakes, I’ve thrown out the old pills, and
if you come over, I will give you a fresh supply of the new ones.”

The above story, and there are countless others available to researchers,
clearly proves the body can heal itself. It also shows the power of belief
and expectation. We all have faith. But, too often, we have faith in the
wrong things. Don’t make the same mistake that Mr. Guymer did by
placing your faith in pills, for if you later read somewhere that the pills
you take are ineffective, your faith will be shattered and the pills will stop
working.

Mr. Guymer arrived to collect his pills. He opened the bottle at once and
took a pill. After just a few minutes, he was feeling fine again. Doctor and
patient were relieved. Mr. Guymer thanked his doctor and left for work.
Dr. Addison was so impressed by the effectiveness of the medication that
he decided to call the pharmaceutical company and place an order.

Rather than putting your faith in pills or some other treatment, put your
faith in the unshakable truth that your body can heal itself. Do whatever
you can to remain healthy. Since stress is a killer, do whatever you can
to eliminate it. Take long walks, go bicycling, workout in the gym, practice
yoga and meditation. Exercise and eat properly. And when medical
treatment is warranted, take it, but place your faith in your body’s power
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to heal itself. Know you will be
healed. Expect to be healed, and
always remain positive. Of course,
someday death will come our way,
but by always remaining positive we
will get the most from life.

You may want to unleash the power
of belief, but remain unsure of how
or where to begin. After all, one
cannot force belief, expectation, or
faith. It's not a matter of clenching
your teeth, squeezing your fist, and
shouting, "I believe." No, the
answer lies in the gentle art of
visualization. The following
h t t p : / / w w w . p e r s o n a l - resources will answer all your
development.com/chuck-gallozzi- questions about the Placebo Effect
and how to exploit the power of
articles.htm
visualization. ###
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Books
Healing from Within by Dennis T. Jaffe
Rituals of Healing: Using Imagery for Health and Wellness by Jeanne
Achterberg and Barbara Dossey
Visualization for Change by Patrick Fanning
Ebook
Project Sanctuary III by Dr Silvia Hartmann
Magazine Article
Placebo Effect: A Cure in the Mind
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Online
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Caroline Myss

Healing Beyond Reason
Tami Simon speaks with Caroline Myss, a pioneer in the field
of energy medicine. Caroline is a medical intuitive, mystic, and
author of four New York Times bestsellers, as well as the
Sounds True audio learning programs Energy Anatomy,
Sacred Contracts, and Transforming Trauma. In this interview,
Caroline discusses the nature of the soul and what it means to
heal beyond reason.
Caroline Myss is the author of five New York Times bestsellers:
Anatomy of the Spirit, Sacred Contracts, Invisible Acts of Power,
Why People Don’t Heal and How They Can and Defy Gravity. A
leading voice in the field of energy medicine and human
consciousness, she holds degrees in journalism, theology, intuition,
and energy medicine. She has appeared on two highly successful
public television programs, and on The Oprah Show.
http://www.soundstrue.com/authors/Caroline_Myss/
This interview was recorded on Wednesday, August 12, 2009
Tami Simon: Caroline, I know you are releasing later this year a
new book on healing called Defy Gravity: Beyond the Bounds of
Reason, and this comes ten years after you published Why People
Don't Heal and How They Can. And what I'm curious about is in
the last decade how has your view of healing changed and
evolved?
Caroline Myss: Well, from Why People Don't Heal, the insight that
motivated me, inspired me, actually, to write that book was at that
time I actually believed that everybody wanted to heal. So it came
as quite an epiphany for me to realize that the state of being

healthy required a great deal more than the recovery of an illness from a
person's body or mind or heart. It really was the repair or the renovation,
if you will, of an entire territory of power in a person's life. It represented
the reshaping of power negotiations between a person and all that
person's relationships. And the role that power played in healing and
being healthy; that health was, in fact, a different level of power.
You raised the bar on how you were going to interact with the whole of
life, with creativity, with your high-functioning self, and that that, in fact,
was more intimidating to people than the pain of being ill. And I never
connected that dot—until I connected that dot ten years ago, which
produced the book Why People Don't Heal. So that actually opened an
entire universe to me of perception. From that point on I saw people and
their relationship to illness though a very different lens, which was one of
power, and the role power plays in terms of what we were just speaking
about, which is self-esteem, relationships, manipulation, the role that
illness plays as a manipulative tool, and how often people use illness to
control another person, to maneuver, manipulate their day, to not rise to
their highest potential. So that in moving toward a state of health, a
person has to give a lot of thought as to whether or not they want to live
at full power, and how much it's going to take to live at full power. And not
everybody wants to do that, because not everybody is ambitious. A lot of
people are lazy, and not being healthy suits that. That's a strong thing to
say, but it's a fact. It is an absolute fact of life.
So Why People Don't Heal opened that lens to me, but it still didn't
answer a question, which is what about people who really do want to
heal? What about that whole spectrum, because there still are people
who genuinely want to make that journey and get better. And the next ten
years were a time when I had to think, there have to be people who
genuinely want to get better. And I started to scan the vast horizon here,
which only increased my frustration as I looked upon this culture of ours
and its twisted way of looking at things--the way we approach things.
Given our emphasis on you should eat vegetables and organic, and
vitamins, and exercise, and all of the literature we have on health, and all
of the emphasis, and all of the gymnasiums, and all the workout
programs, and workouts on TV and this, that, and the other, we have
grown increasingly unhealthy as a society. We have grown increasingly
drug-addicted on antidepressants and tranquilizers, and pain medication
and other meds. When you sit down to watch TV all you get is assaulted

with medications you should be on for everything from a problem with
your bladder, to acid reflux, to drugs to prevent things that you could
have, to sexual disorders, to all kinds of new pain medication that, in
fact, you should be drugged, and in fact 60 percent, 70 percent of
Americans are on prescription medications. I've looked into this.
Not to mention obesity, not to mention drug addiction. How could we not
be drug addicts in this country? So it seems to me that just as the rise of
the holistic teachings and the emphasis on becoming independently
healthy—not wealthy—but healthy, independently healthy, the
pharmaceutical industry said, "Hold on here, we have to keep you
dependently healthy." So there's a tug-of-war going on here, as to who's
going to win this battle between the dependent and the independently
healthy, and so far the dependent are winning. And still for me, the area
of health—I've always been fascinated with the way the therapy world
has set up its fundamental approach to healing, which is based on this
idea of crime solving. If you find out who hurt you, who did damage to
you, then somehow solving that mystery will be rewarded by the
apparition of health. That once you empty out the basket of wounds, that
void will be filled by the return of your health.
Of course, that's not true. It's never been true. It's never going to be true.
But that doesn't stop this penchant we have of looking toward our history
to solve the mystery of why things are not perfect in our lives. The fact is
you can't reason with a catastrophe or illness. They are not reasonable
events. And what we've done in this body-mind-spirit template that we
have formulated as the basic approach to holistic health is that we have
never fully, really utilized it. We have in fact, simply retreated back into a
body-mind template, never really animating the spirit. And the whole
approach in therapy is to use your mind to get better, when in fact the
mind is the damaged instrument, nine out of ten times. The mind has
damaged memories. The mind has attitudes that are completely
dysfunctional, and it goes backwards and says, "I have to find out who
hurt me," establishing this role as the sacred victim. And we have this
attachment to suffering that says, "If I've suffered, I need to be rewarded
for my suffering." So we attach ourselves to suffering in this culture as if
suffering is deserved of some kind of special treatment, some kind of
special entitlements, and we actually believe that, and we have phrases
that endorse this. We say things like, "You're earned your stripes. You
deserve this." Why do you deserve something? "Because you've had a

suffering. Don't do it. Carry that cross yourself and pray away the grief.
Withdraw into your soul and pray it away, don't pass it on. That is your
salvation." That's what he means by salvation. That is what will save
humanity. As if you actually get that the passing on of your suffering is
what increases suffering.
Tami Simon: Now you said that we look at healing though the mind and
body, but not so much through the spirit, and you're giving one example
here of the idea of not passing on your suffering. But how would
somebody approach spiritual healing?
Caroline Myss: Spiritual healing, what do you mean, laying on of hands
or something? What do you mean by that?
Tami Simon: They want to activate the spirit part of them in the healing
process.

Tami Simon

Caroline Myss
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Caroline Myss: Well, first of all, Tami, we've approached the spirit as a
mental thing. As if you can talk about it, read about it, go about it in the
mind, go relax yourself, go have a good meditation, go clear your mind.
There's no spirit there. That's just tranquilizing. The spiritual life, by its
very nature is meant to take you out of your mind, beyond your mind,
into what Teresa of Avila calls your interior castle. That's exactly what
she was referring to, the domain that's beyond the mind. But we are
enchanted with our minds, and we think everything's in the mind. That's
why we say to ourselves, "Gee, I'll just set an intention, and I'll let the
intention do the work for me."

So we hold onto our suffering because we feel that we're owed
something from somewhere because we've suffered. And if that
comeuppance is not forthcoming, we will extract it from somebody. And
we will. We will make somebody in our life suffer because we've
suffered, if we do not get our due. We'll make people in our family suffer.
We'll make people at work suffer, but we will make someone else suffer.

We're totally enchanted with the fact that we'll just let our mind do the
work. It's like our own computer database. We've turned into an energy
culture, and we don't even realize it. We are literally evaporated into
energy. Even our nation has done that. We used to be an earthy, earthbased nation. We used to be a farming culture. We used to be farming,
we used to be industry, and from that we went into factories and
productivity. And we were really, really a nation that was not afraid to get
its hands dirty. And then we kept climbing up the chakras, and we went
into creativity, and into ideas, and then we morphed into a nation of
computers and the moving of ideas, and banking and the moving of
funds and we just poofed.

The whole teaching of the spiritual master, Jesus, about forgiveness—
the essence of forgiveness—can be summed up by, "Don't pass on your

We just moved ourselves right out of the market. We're simply people
who fell in love with air space. That's what's between our ears: air space.

bad day. Because you've put in your time." That's another phrase that's
worked its way into the mainstream that says things like, "He's suffered,
therefore he's earned some good luck. Therefore he's earned a break. I
should have a break because I've suffered."

And that's exactly what our theology is, empty air space. We love the
movement of ideas, more and more ideas, but there's no devotion,
there's no humbleness, there's no sense of prayer, there's no sense of
taking your shoes off on sacred ground, there is no sense of that
whatsoever. None. There is no sense of soul. There's no sense of
anyone saying, "What happens to me after I die?" I have never been
asked that question in my entire career.
Tami Simon: Well, Caroline I'm going to have to stop right now and ask
you that question. Do you know what happens after we die?
Caroline Myss: Well, the best I can say, having had a near-death
experience myself, such as it is.
Tami Simon: Maybe tell us a little bit about that as well.
Caroline Myss: Who's interested in my near-death experience? Even
I'm not interested in it, but I will say this. I'm someone who for whatever
reason has had some very beautiful soul experiences, and I think that
especially in these last five years, my life has gone from somebody who
had a library full of books in her head about mysticism, who comes from
a background who's educated by nuns and priests and Jesuits till she
was twenty-nine.
And I realized at age forty-eight that I did not have a spiritual practice. I
could talk with the best scholars about the notion of God, like Thomas
Aquinas, who on his deathbed said, "Everything I've done is nothing but
straw." Because he finally had a true mystical experience, which is he
went from intellectual chatter to finally having an experience of the power
and nature of God. And the best way I can compare that is a woman
who's never had a child and giving lessons on childbirth and talking
about how to be a mom, to finally having a child, and then listen to her
talk. And it's night and day. Now when she talks about labor pains, I'd
listen to her. But I'm not going to listen to anyone who hasn't been
through motherhood talk to me about being a mother, which is why, by
the way, I do not deal with children. I don't have any, which is why I don't
lecture on motherhood. I don't have any and I'm not a mother. I know
exactly what my parameters are. Unless I've been there and done it, I
am not going to insult mothers by standing in front of them and telling
them something that in truth I know nothing about. For as much as I love
my nieces and nephews—they live with me, they're all over my house

constantly—I didn't give birth to these kids. They didn't come out of me.
So no mother would respect my guidance to her in the same way she
might respect what I have to say about archetypes or medical intuition,
or perhaps, the nature of God. I've gone through grand mal seizures, I've
gone through near-death experiences. I've gone through illnesses. I've
gone through dark nights. I've gone through an endless number of
personal years alone and isolated, and my life has been carved by only
one thing, and that's not by choice in some regard, but it is what it is,
which is a quiet life of someone deeply involved with God.
And from that I can only say, there is a power much greater than us. It's
not in religion. That's a costume party. It's nothing but costumes, that's
just nonsense, but beyond that there is a force much greater than us,
and its presence is everywhere. It's everywhere. It is not an employer.
It's not the way people look at this force—they turn to it when they're in
trouble. My father always used to say, "There's no such thing as an
atheist in a foxhole." He was a marine, and a lot of his expressions came
from his experience in the war, in World War II. But it's absolutely true.
I see people turn to prayer when their lives are on fire. But they have no
sense of what it is to simply be devoted to the interior path of
congruence. Of the interior path of wanting to say, "Show me who I am in
relationship to this life of mine that you've given me as a gift. What is my
path of service every day? What is my path of service today? What is my
path of service?" They always want something for it. "Give me
something, and then I'll know you're here. Give me something. Save me
because I'm afraid today. Give me something." They haven't looked for
God in the details and all the smallest ways, or realized that the
presence of the divine is in every single blade of grass. It's theory to
them. And that the true calling is the call to ultimate congruence within
oneself.
Tami Simon: What do you mean by that? That word, congruence?
Caroline Myss: That the true spiritual path is a path within oneself of
becoming congruent with your soul, your heart, your mind, with your
interior life, so that you cease living a life of interior betrayal. So that you
recognize, "I did hear you. I did hear that guidance. I'm not going to live
in denial anymore. I did hear it. I did hear you talk to me. You did say get
up and walk because my body's falling apart. I did hear you. I did hear
you say, ‘Call this person and apologize,' and it's coming through my

feelings of guilt. I do hear you."
Tami Simon: Now Caroline, you mentioned that nobody has asked you
what happens when we die, that people in our culture aren't interested in
this, and I'm very interested in this. The reason I stopped asking authors
and writers this question, what happens when we die, [is] at one point I
was talking to our friend Ken Wilber and I asked him this question, and
we were in his house where he has 10,000 books that he's read,
actually, and he said, "Look Tami, I've read all these books and there are
plenty of people who have had near-death experiences. That doesn't
mean they know what happens when they die, that means they know
what happens when they almost die and nobody knows the answer to
that question, so you can stop asking it." And so I did. But I'm curious.
Take me a step further.
Caroline Myss: Well, I think that Ken's answer is perfect and that
nobody knows what happens completely after you die. I think that's
absolutely accurate, but having said that, what can be deduced is that
we go on. We go on. That's number one. Number two is that what we do
actually matters. That there seems to be evidence that what we do
matters. But by what we do, it means what we have done for others
actually matters. That there is something called a life review. That seems
to be represented in myth, in stories that go back hundreds and
thousands of years.
So these two things. These two little constant threads in multicultures
seem to indicate there is a constant line that is unbreakable, that says
we come here, we journey down here and we journey down here to
continually awaken to some great truth that all is indeed one and that will
we never get it that the greatest use of this life is to respond lovingly to
life however we meet it each day, and that that is the guidance we're
given, and then we're called home and we are indeed called home. And
that life will continue for us on this other side, and that what we do here
does matter to that other side. That there is a sense of accountability, so
it does matter.

definitions and you still won't know. The soul is a part of you [that] you
have access to only through prayer. That's the best way I can tell you
and that's the most accurate definition. I can only tell you how to get
there. But let me ask you something. Answer this. What would you do
that would violate you? Tell me something that you absolutely cannot do.
Tami Simon: Okay, if I lie it's a violation, unless it's a white lie.
Caroline Myss: And what part of you would feel violated. What is that
part?
Tami Simon: I could use the language, my soul or my conscience.
Caroline Myss: But there is a part that you simply can't—there's a line in
the sand--and you would say, "I just can't do that." And I would say to
someone, "Why not? Can't you just outtalk that part and why what is this
part that is stronger than your capacity to outtalk it?" You're one of the
smartest women I know and you can outtalk anybody. I know, I've been
there. I've been outtalked by you, and few people can outtalk me. Why
can't you outtalk that part of yourself? What's that part got that you can't
outtalk it? You tell me.
Tami Simon: It's an essential integrity.
Caroline Myss: There you go. It is an eternal integrity, not essential,
eternal. It's your eternal integrity. It is unyielding and it will never, ever
compromise. That's your soul. And it is the only part of you that if you
violated it you would feel a level of shame within yourself before God.
You would feel you have violated something cosmic. And you know it,
and it is unexplainable to anyone who does not know that part. But to
someone who does, they simply bow their head and say, "I know what
you mean."
Tami Simon: Okay, so you mentioned that the way to know the soul is
through prayer.
Caroline Myss: Yeah.

Tami Simon: Now when you say we go on, you mean the soul goes on?
And if so, what's the soul?

Tami Simon: And what I'm curious about is what you see as an effective
way of praying and what you consider an immature or self-centered way
of praying. What's the difference?

Caroline Myss: Well, I think the soul is your eternal self. It's a mystical
force. You can't reach it through your mind. So I can give you 10,000

Caroline Myss: Give me something. Where's my stuff? God, can I have
more stuff? And then when you pray for someone else because of how

you want their life to work out to serve you. Please keep that person near
home. Please keep that person safe for me. You put spells around them,
because you think everybody's life who's close to you should revolve
around you, because of your own insecurities.
Whereas, a sense of prayer that is mature is to use prayer as a way of
numbing your five senses, of withdrawing from the chatter that your five
senses gets you into. And you withdraw yourself and you take even one
simple phrase. Just take one simple phrase. You can take a phrase like,
"Let nothing disturb the silence of this moment with you, God. Let
nothing disturb me. Let nothing disturb the silence of this moment with
you." And you withdraw into that, and you dwell on just perhaps one
thing. Just one truth.
Merton wrote one time in his journal, "This day will never come again."
That is a profound truth. This day of your life will never come again. So
you withdraw into that as a prayerful reflection and you think everyday of
my life will never come again. Every single day. How will I use every day
of my life. If I really dwell on that one single thought I am overwhelmed
by the power of it. Every single sunrise I will never see again because it
will never rise again on this day of my life. I will never revisit this day. It is
impossible. And I will never see the sunset that I am going to see this
evening in my life because I'll never be here again. This day, this age, it's
over with, forever. I will never walk down the same street again and I will
never again see the same people the same way. How will I use this day
of my life?
This extraordinary truth that this day will never come again. As you dwell
on such a truth it converts into a field of grace. And you say lift me up
into this altitude of the truth of this. Just take me away into this. What am
I doing here in this life now? In this day that will never come again. And
strip away from me what is simply extraneous nonsense. I have no more
time for this. Let me see what is nonsense and learn discernment. Give
me the grace of discernment that I may see what is valuable and
important from what is not. This is prayer.
Tami Simon: Now Caroline you use the word "grace" a lot. You have a
program with Sounds True that's called Channeling Grace, and I've
heard you speak about the grace of illumination as a factor in people's
lives, something that can come like lightning, and what I'm curious about
is when you see people can you see a field of grace around them? Can

you feel it? Can you feel it in people? What's a grace field?
Caroline Myss: No, I don't see anything. I'm not very dramatic in that
way. Well, you've been around your great teacher, and you've been
around people who feel very shattered, have you not? And you've been
around people who you feel are fundamentally untrustworthy, which is
the absence of grace. You think this person could use a good dose of
higher consciousness. You could use a good dose of something that
awakens you to a force of good. You could use a moment of that, a
second of that. You need to be blinded by grace right now. You need to
be knocked down by grace, knocked right off your horse.
And other people, when you're with them, you feel such a fundamental
goodness coming from them that you don't want to leave them. And their
goodness goes right into you. It pierces right through their heart and right
into yours. And when you describe them it's the only word you can say.
It's the language of grace. They are so good. They're such good people.
They're such kind people. And the only thing that comes out of you to
describe them are words that suit the vocabulary of grace. This is how
you discern the difference.
Tami Simon: And then what's the relationship between grace and
healing.
Caroline Myss: Well, as I went into Defy Gravity between Why People
Don't Heal and Defy Gravity, came Invisible Acts of Power, Entering the
Castle, Sacred Contracts, I mean my work took many, many stages
before I got to Defy Gravity, and the prelude, of course, was Teresa, my
Teresa experience. And that we don't have the time to go into, but suffice
to say that that began my interior mystical life, was my Teresa of Avila
experience. And as a result of teaching Entering the Castle, which for me
is such a deep pleasure to teach the interior castle. It was the first time I
crossed over a line and brought prayer into a workshop. So for twentysome years as a teacher I never, ever, ever even opened my workshops
with a so-called quiet moment. I never did any of that. But when I
introduced Entering the Castle on the book tour, I realized on my first
book-tour lecture, which is only an hour and a half, and then I sign the
books—I'm not somebody who reads from my book—I talk about it, that
people could not relate to this place called the interior castle, the place
beyond the ego-spirit, and then there's the soul.

So I said, "Do you want an experience of the interior castle?" And
everybody's like, "Yeah, yeah, yeah, I wanna go!" It's like a trip. So I said
"We're going to do some things I've never done and we're going to go
into the lens of prayer,. We're going to have to do that." So everybody
got very still—I had almost nine hundred people there for this first book
signing. And the room became still as a church, and I led them in a
prayerful medication prayer, guidance as they crossed the drawbridge
into their soul, and a prayer that said, "I am in the stillness of my interior
castle, and awaiting the presence of God."
The room became so still, and then I took them into the first mansion of
their interior castle. Teresa of Avila, when she wrote the interior castle
five hundred years ago said—she had a vision—and she said the soul is
like a crystal with seven mansions. Of course when she even described
that it intrigued me because of the number seven. At the end of that
meditation, half the room was not emerging. It was just this breathless
silence and stillness. Then finally my host said, "You have to start signing
books." During the signing someone came up to me and whispered in
my ear, "I've been in severe pain for twenty years. I don't have any pain
anymore. I thought you'd want to know that." And I lifted my head to look
but she already started walking out the door. I never saw her face.
I continued on to Boston, and in Boston someone came up after the
experience of taking them into the castle and her arthritis in her hands
had stopped pulsating and all the red was gone. Anyway it continued.
And, of course I did my first workshop on healing—not about healing—
but for people who were ill. And a few months after that workshop, I was
doing another workshop, not on healing, but specifically on entering the
castle. And a woman came up to me in that workshop and said, "I was at
the other workshop on healing, and I've come to this one to tell you my
brain tumor is gone and it was terminal."
So I have a whole list now, that goes from here to there on people with
illnesses that were either chronic or terminal and they're gone. They're
healed. And so I thought where did these people . . . how did they do
this?
Tami Simon: That's what I was going to ask.
Caroline Myss: I took a look at that, Tami, and I decided to write Defy
Gravity because I had to pursue this. Healing is a mystical experience;

it's not a mental one. The way we've shaped it, the way we approach it in
the general marketplace will never accomplish what these people have
accomplished. And it's not a matter of having a faith in a religion. It's a
matter of following what these teachers have taught. So as I wrote this
book the first true principle is that you cannot reason with the challenge
placed in front of you. That is if you go about it through the mind, you will
go about it from the perspective that you have been victimized. That it
should have happened to someone else. You will say to me, "I can't
believe it happened to me." Well, why not? Did you think you were
entitled to a life free of pain? Free of crisis? That's your ego. And you will
be baffled and you will try to pass on your suffering to someone else. You
will think someone else caused it. It's due to your childhood. It's due to
your bad parents, because you were entitled to a life without it. And you
will sit in your self-pity and you will stay there. And if you think that
approach is going to heal you, you'd better think again.
But that's what our contemporary therapy does. Totally encourages that.
And it gets to the point of saying, "Now you've got to forgive this." But it
does not really lead people into the soul, and only the soul can forgive.
That's why people say, "But just tell me how, oh my god, how?" Because
the mind cannot forgive. It's not an instrument capable of forgiveness.
Your mind is the damaged goods to start with.
So I thought, these people are not taught endurance. Nobody talks about
endurance in the healing program. Nobody says, "You're going to grit
your teeth here, buddy., ‘cause you're going down deep into the dark
night." Because healing is about the dark night. And as I studied the dark
night of the soul, because John of the Cross scripted it. [He was] Teresa
of Avila's companion in Spain in the 1500s, I realized the significance of
how he divided the dark night into the active stage of the dark night and
the passive. And in the active stage he says, "You will go through the
shattering of the senses." And that's akin to how we've set up therapy,
where—except that in our therapy we do not allow our senses to shatter.
We encourage them not to. When, in fact they're supposed to.
Tami Simon: What do you mean by the shattering of the senses?
Caroline Myss: The shattering of the senses is about confronting the
belief that bad things shouldn't happen to you because you've done
everything right. I did it all right how could this happen to me? I've been a
good person. I should have had a perfect childhood. I did everything

right, how could I lose my business? How could this happen? How could
my marriage go wrong when I was such a good partner? Because it did.
Simple as that.
The shattering of the senses. In therapy we say there has to be some
reason for this. Now, must have been your childhood, your environment,
let's go find that reason. Okay, so let's say you found someone to blame
for it. It was your environment. Now what are you going to do? And how
does that change what happened to you? Do you feel better now? No. It
doesn't change a thing. It happened to you because it happened. But
therapy doesn't get anyone past that, whereas John of the Cross says,
"You're just going to have to cave and let your senses shatter. And finally
humble up and get to the point that you're no different than anybody
else."
Bad things, painful things, things that seem unjust and unfair are as likely
to happen to you as they are to anybody else. And the idea that if you do
a lifetime of good things to protect you from bad things, is simply a myth.
And the death of that myth is a crisis for people, because it exposes
them to the truth that there's nothing you can do to stop the whim of
heaven from coming to your door.
But then you go to the passive darkness. And that's where I really saw
the Holy Grail. I got it. I absolutely saw it. And that's where John of the
Cross said, "Now you're really going to get into your suffering. You
thought that was bad? Wait." He says now you have to get in touch with
your relationship to the seven deadly sins, which I refer to as the seven
shadow passions, because I don't think anyone can take the language
that they were once placed in. but these seven shadow passions are
your true force of creation.
You say I create my own reality. I would say to you in response, and
what forces do you use exactly in the creation of your reality? What are
you drawing on? What's your currency? These are your currencies. This
is what you use. And you have to take a real good look at this, because
what suffering is really about—the core of a person's suffering—is not
who hurt them, which is what contemporary therapy and healing is all
about: "Go spot who did this to you. Go on your crime-solving and whodone-it missions." But it's what you want to do to them. That's when you
really suffer. It's in your thirst for vengeance and how you want to get
even. It's that you dwell on that, you image, you want to punish them.

That's why you pout, that's why you withdraw, that's why you won't call
them, that's why you won't talk to them. And you're hoping they're hurt
from it. You're passing on your suffering. You're communicating that. And
you're imaging.
When people say to me, "What's my sacred contract?" they're hoping it's
glamorous. Why? So they can go and hurt people who humiliated them,
and shove it right in their face, and this is what's true. So in getting in
touch with those seven shadow passions, you get in touch with your true
motivations for your actions. And every single action, from the tiniest
action that you have to your largest action, to every single thing you say,
to how you look, to every single thing you to the tiniest micro thought in
your heart. But even that's not enough, because there's no balance in
that.
The other thing you have to unlock are your seven graces, because
these are the balancing points, so that you realize that in every second
of every breath you take, what choice is truly about is whether or not you
pull from your graces or your shadows. Whether you pull from a
damaged ego or whether you understand the grace of reverence. And
what it is to have reverence for your own life, or to be consumed by
shame. To feel like your are ashamed of your life or whether you can
lower your head and ask, I so ask for the grace of reverence to see my
life again as sacred because I'm losing it, and if I lose it I will spin into
suicide. So that, you see, and that will lead me into jealousy and into
dark, dark places or I will in fact end my own life. These seven forces—
these seven graces—empower a person more authentically than
anything I have ever witnessed in my life.
Tami Simon: Can you tell me what the seven graces are?
Caroline Myss: Sure I can. The first is the grace of reverence, and it is
such a rich and profound grace--and none of these is simply understood.
I have to deeply go into every grace. When I wrote the chapter on the
graces it ended up being 26,000 words because I needed to say to
people let me tell you how to pray your way into this grace. You want to
fall into it like the most soothing, soft waters you will ever know—ever.
And the second grace is piety, but it's not piety for God in the classic
sense that one might define it. It's rather the capacity to see God in the
details of what a person is doing in your life. That you're able to see the

sacred within the actions of others and not see threat. It sits opposite the
shadow of greed. So these two balance each other.
The third is the shadow of what John of the Cross would call luxury, but I
named it entitlement so a person really gets it. Entitlement, narcissism,
I'm entitled; everything's about me, and it sits opposite of the grace of
understanding. But it's not understanding the way the ego defines it,
which is you better understand me. It's all about, dear God give me the
grace to understand clearly what this person is saying, who this person
is and how I can understand very clearly why we are in the same room
together. Let me see clearly what this moment is about. And that kind of
grace fills you with who you are in that moment and that other person. It
reshapes the moment, the second, the hour of your life together. And you
know the signature of grace because it always gives you guidance that
heals and moves you forward—always.
The fourth is the grace of fortitude. Fortitude, which is stamina to carry
the highest potential of guidance that you're capable of receiving. And
you need fortitude for that, because it is wildly powerful. The quality of
guidance that you're capable of getting, and it sits opposite a wrathful
heart, the shadow of wrath, and how destructive that is to love. And it
takes fortitude to love that which you are called to love, when it is
sometimes even against your nature. When you're called to have a
cosmic heart, versus a personal one.
The fifth is the shadow of gluttony, spiritual gluttony—"Nothing's enough,
I need more guidance. Nothing's good enough, nothing's big enough.
Nothing." And it sits opposite the grace of counsel—to be able to receive
a mystical truth and apply it in practical terms in order to better the lives
of others and yourselves. That is channeling.
The next is the shadow of envy. I don't have to define that. But I could do
a treatise on what it means at this level. And it sits opposite the grace of
knowledge—not information, but mystical knowledge, high-voltage,
mystical knowledge, the capacity to synthesize truth into one system of
perception.
And the last is the shadow of sloth—to receive guidance and deny that
you have, whether it's guidance to move your body and exercise
because you're being told you're falling into illness, to stop eating sugar
because you're a diabetic, the way the body says, "you're killing me." Or

to receive guidance that says you're lying, you know you're lying, stop
lying to this person, you're being deceitful. Face the fact that you've
become a liar and cease this. And it sits opposite the grace of wisdom—
to recognize what it is to make wise choices lest you fall into the pattern
of only serving yourself.
You can manage these graces. You become a force of transformation
and healing because the fruits of these graces are the capacity to love
what you never thought you could, and healing. You become a healer.
Tami Simon: Caroline, wonderful, our program is called Insights at the
Edge, and I have to say every time I talk to you it's a nonstop insight
train. So thank you, and I just hope I get to talk to you again for Insights
at the Edge.
Caroline Myss: You're welcome, sweetie. ###
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“Iʼm a Winner, not because Iʼm the best, but because I do my best!”

by Loanne Arnell
‘My Special Voice’ – Empowering Kids for Life

Helping with self-esteem, courage, happy relationships, expressing
feelings, health, success, acceptance of change and teaching children to
listen to their inner wisdom.

Jackson goes Surfing
Today, Jackson is very excited. He is going surfing with his dad to learn
how to catch the big waves out the back. It was hard work paddling out
through the big surf, but with his dad’s help, Jackson finally made it. It
wasn’t long however, before Jackson began to feel a little nervous. He
watched the big waves rolling in and began to wonder how he would
make it back to shore. Just then, he heard his father yell, “A wave is
coming. It’s perfect. Get ready and give it a go!”
Jackson suddenly felt scared as the wave started to carry him along. His
head began to go crazy with all sorts of scary thoughts… “What if I fall off
and the big wave swallows me up, and I never come up again?” Luckily
for Jackson, it was too late for any more scary thoughts because he was
already going down the wave. Jackson knew that if he wanted to be a
winner, he had no choice but to listen to his ‘Special Voice’ which said:
“Being brave will help me be a winner.”
So Jackson stood up on his board and cried out loud, “I can do it!” And he
was right! He made it all the way to the beach standing on his board.
Jackson now knows that if he believes in himself and thinks brave
thoughts, he will always be a winner.
Jackson was glad he had listened to his ‘Special Voice’ because he
became a winner.
Can you think of a time when you’ve felt scared but have chosen to be
brave instead? ###
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Charles F. Haanel

The Master Key System
Part Five
The Master Key System teaches the laws at the very foundation of all attainment and success. Whatever you desire, The Master Key System will
teach you how to bring it into your life.
Cultivate Life! magazine is presenting the full twenty-four part course material on a fortnightly basis. In this way you will have time to work through
the text and exercises as they were originally designed to be studied by the author, Charles F. Haanel.
Charles F. Haanel, The Master Key System Part 5
Enclosed herewith you will find Part Five. After studying this part
carefully, you will see that every conceivable force or object or fact is the
result of mind in action.
Mind in action is thought, and thought is creative. Men are thinking now
as they never thought before.
Therefore, this is a creative age, and the world is awarding its richest
prizes to the thinkers. Matter is powerless, passive, inert. Mind is force,
energy, power. Mind shapes and controls matter. Every form which
matter takes is but the expression of some pre-existing thought.
But thought works no magic transformations; it obeys natural laws; it sets
in motion natural forces; it releases natural energies; it manifests in your
conduct and actions, and these in turn react upon your friends and
acquaintances, and eventually upon the whole of your environment. You

can originate thought, and, since thoughts are creative, you can create
for yourself the things you desire.
PART FIVE
1. At least ninety per cent of our mental life is subconscious, so that
those who fail to make use of this mental power live within very narrow
limits.
2. The subconscious can and will solve any problem for us if we know
how to direct it. The subconscious processes are always at work; the
only question is, are we to be simply passive recipients of this activity, or
are we to consciously direct the work? Shall we have a vision of the
destination to be reached, the dangers to be avoided, or shall we simply
drift?
3. We have found that mind pervades every part of the physical body
and is always capable of being directed or impressed by authority

coming from the objective or the more dominant portion of the mind.
4. The mind, which pervades the body, is largely the result of heredity,
which, in turn, is simply the result of all the environments of all past
generations on the responsive and ever-moving life forces. An
understanding of this fact will enable us to use our authority when we
find some undesirable trait of character manifesting.
5. We can consciously use all the desirable characteristics with which we
have been provided and we can repress and refuse to allow the
undesirable ones to manifest.
6. Again, this mind which pervades our physical body is not only the
result of hereditary tendencies, but is the result of home, business and
social environment, where countless thousands of impressions, ideas,
prejudices and similar thoughts have been received. Much of this has
been received from others, the result of opinions, suggestions or
statements; much of it is the result of our own thinking, but nearly all of it
has been accepted with little or no examination or consideration.
7. The idea seemed plausible, the conscious received it, passed it on to
the subconscious, where it was taken up by the Sympathetic System and
passed on to be built into our physical body. "The word has become
flesh."
8. This, then, is the way we are consistently creating and recreating
ourselves; we are today the result of our past thinking, and we shall be
what we are thinking today, the Law of Attraction is bringing to us, not the
things we should like, or the things we wish for, or the things some one
else has, but it brings us "our own," the things which we have created by
our thought processes, whether consciously or unconsciously.
Unfortunately, many of us are creating these things unconsciously.
9. If either of us were building a home for ourselves, how careful we
would be in regard to the plans; how we should study every detail; how
we should watch the material and select only the best of everything; and
yet how careless we are when it comes to building our Mental Home,
which is infinitely more important than any physical home, as everything
which can possibly enter into our lives depends upon the character of the
material which enters into the construction of our Mental Home.
10. What is the character of this material? We have seen that it is the
result of the impressions which we have accumulated in the past and

stored away in our subconscious Mentality. If these impressions have
been of fear, of worry, of care, of anxiety; if they have been despondent,
negative, doubtful, then the texture of the material which we are weaving
today will be of the same negative material. Instead of being of any
value, it will be mildewed and rotten and will bring us only more toil and
care and anxiety. We shall be forever busy trying to patch it up and make
it appear at least genteel.
11. But if we have stored away nothing but courageous thought, if we
have been optimistic, positive, and have immediately thrown any kind of
negative thought on the scrap pile, have refused to have anything to do
with it, have refused to associate with it or become identified with it in
any way, what then is the result? Our mental material is now of the best
kind; we can weave any kind of material we want; we can use any color
we wish; we know that the texture is firm, that the material is solid, that it
will not fade, and we have no fear, no anxiety concerning the future;
there is nothing to cover, there are no patches to hide.
12. These are psychological facts; there is no theory or guesswork about
these thinking processes; there is nothing secret about them; in fact,
they are so plain that every one can understand them. The thing to do is
to have a mental house-cleaning, and to have this house-cleaning every
day, and keep the house clean. Mental, moral and physical cleanliness
are absolutely indispensable if we are to make progress of any kind.
13. When this mental house-cleaning process has been completed, the
material which is left will be suitable for the making of the kind of ideals
or mental images which we desire to realize.
14. There is a fine estate awaiting a claimant. Its broad acres, with
abundant crops, running water and fine timber, stretch away as far as the
eye can see. There is a mansion, spacious and cheerful, with rare
pictures, a well-stocked library, rich hangings, and every comfort and
luxury. All the heir has to do is to assert his heirship, take possession,
and use the property. He must use it; he must not let it decay; for use is
the condition on which he holds it. To neglect it is to lose possession.
15. In the domain of mind and spirit, in the domain of practical power,
such an estate is yours. You are the heir! You can assert your heirship
and possess, and use this rich inheritance. Power over circumstances is
one of its fruits, health, harmony and prosperity are assets upon its
balance sheet. It offers you poise and peace. It costs you only the labor

of studying and harvesting its great resources. It demands no sacrifice,
except the loss of your limitations, your servitudes, your weakness. It
clothes you with self-honor, and puts a scepter in your hands.
16. To gain this estate, three processes are necessary: You must
earnestly desire it. You must assert your claim. You must take
possession.
17. You admit that those are not burdensome conditions.
18. You are familiar with the subject of heredity. Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel,
and other physical scientists have piled evidence mountain high that
heredity is a law attending progressive creation. It is progressive heredity
which gives man his erect attitude, his power of motion, the organs of
digestions, blood circulation, nerve force, muscular force, bone structure
and a host of other faculties on the physical side. There are even more
impressive facts concerning heredity of mind force. All these constitute
what may be called your human heredity.
19. But there is a heredity which the physical scientists have not
compassed. It lies beneath and antecedent to all their researches. At a
point where they throw up their hands in despair, saying they cannot
account for what they see, this divine heredity is found in full sway.
20. It is the benignant force which decrees primal creation. It thrills down
from the Divine, direct into every created being. It originates life, which
the physical scientist has not done, nor ever can do. It stands out among
all forces supreme, unapproachable. No human heredity can approach it.
No human heredity measures up to it.
21. This Infinite Life flows through you; is you. Its doorways are but the
faculties which comprise your consciousness. To keep open these doors
is the Secret of Power. Is it not worthwhile to make the effort?
22. The great fact is, that the source of all life and all power is from
within. Persons, circumstances and events may suggest need and
opportunities, but the insight, strength and power to answer these needs
will be found within.
23. Avoid counterfeits. Build firm foundations for your consciousness
upon forces which flow direct from the Infinite source, the Universal Mind
of which you are the image and likeness.
24. Those we have come into possession of this inheritance are never
quite the same again. They have come into possession of a sense of

power hitherto undreamed of. They can never again be timid, weak,
vacillating, or fearful. They are indissolubly connected with Omnipotence.
Something in them has been aroused; they have suddenly discovered
that they possess a tremendous latent ability of which they were
heretofore entirely unconscious.
25. This power is from within, but we cannot receive it unless we give it.
Use is the condition upon which we hold this inheritance. We are each of
us but the channel through which the Omnipotent power is being
differentiated into form; unless we give, the channel is obstructed and we
can receive no more. This is true on every plane of existence and in
every field of endeavor and all walks of life. The more we give, the more
we get. The athlete who wishes to get strong must make use of the
strength he has, and the more he gives the more he will get. The
financier who wishes to make money must make use of the money he
has, for only by using it can he get more.
26. The merchant who does not keep his goods going out will soon have
none coming in; the corporation which fails to give efficient service will
soon lack customers; the attorney who fails to get results will soon lack
clients, and so it goes everywhere; power is contingent upon a proper
use of the power already in our possession; what is true in every field of
endeavor, every experience in life, is true of the power from which every
other power known among men is begotten -- spiritual power. Take away
the spirit and what is left? Nothing.
27. If then the spirit is all there is, upon the recognition of this fact must
depend the ability to demonstrate all power, whether physical, mental or
spiritual.
28. All possession is the result of the accumulative attitude of mind, or
the money consciousness; this is the magic wand which will enable you
to receive the idea, and it will formulate plans for you to execute, and you
will find as much pleasure in the execution as in the satisfaction of
attainment and achievement.
29. Now, go to your room, take the same seat, the same position as
heretofore, and mentally select a place which has pleasant associations.
Make a complete mental picture of it, see the buildings, the grounds, the
trees, friends, associations, everything complete. At first, you will find
yourself thinking of everything under the sun, except the ideal upon
which you desire to concentrate. But do not let that discourage you.

Persistence will win, but persistence requires that you practice these
exercises every day without fail.
Study Questions with Answers
41. What proportion of our mental life is subconscious?
At least ninety per cent.
42. Is this vast mental storehouse generally utilized?
No.
43. Why not?
Few understand or appreciate the fact that it is an activity which they
may consciously direct.
44. Where has the conscious mind received its governing tendencies?
From heredity — which means that it is the result of all the environments
of all past generations.
45. What is the law of attraction bringing to us?
Our "Own."
46. What is our "Own"?
What we inherently are, and is the result of our past thinking, both
conscious and subconscious.
47. Of what is the material with which we construct our mental home
composed?
The thoughts which we entertain.
48. What is the Secret of Power?
A recognition of the omnipresence of omnipotence.
49. Where does it originate?
All life and all power is from within.
50. Upon what is the possession of power contingent?
Upon a proper use of the power already in our possession. ###
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